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1 – INTRODUCTION

Last May, a delegation of GaztEHerria, came to Brussels to present 
our project. A project that unites youth agents and organizations 
from different areas and political ideologies. It is based on two 
principles: our choice for independence for Euskal Herria, and 
strong defense of human, civil and political rights for the Basque 
youth. This second principle was brought us here, to Europe.

In November 2009, 34 young activists were arrested charged of 
belonging to a youth organization outlawed by the Spanish 
government, but legal in the French State. The activists were held 
incommunicado for 4 days, which carried complaints of most of 
them, about ill-treatment during that period. Faced with this 
situation of violation of rights, the agents who compose the 
GaztEHerria initiative, decided to appeal to the international 
community as guarantor for the proper exercise of our civil and 
political rights.

On that occasion, we shared our project and analysis with many 
important international actors. Proof of this is the demonstration 
called by GaztEHerria in Brussels on 29 May under the slogan 
"Civil and political right for the Basque Youth - Freedom for the 
Basque Country" organized by over 45 international youth 
organizations and with the adhesion several of the aforementioned 
agents.

The initiation of a new phase based on the resolution of the 
conflict in Euskal Herria, was then in its first steps. Despite 
advances in its development, the situation of Basque youth remains 
the same: a situation of violation of basic rights.

That is why we feelt the need to return to share our situation, 
and take a new step in defending human, civil and political rights 
that we attend to youth.
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2 – SITUATION IN BASQUE COUNTRY

Euskal Herria is going through a decisive moment. The progress 
made regarding the need for a democratic solution, and the steps 
taken by various political, labor and social actors, for a 
political normalization based on the respect of all human, civil 
and political rights, are a milestone in the history of our 
people.

These advances shared by the majority of Basque society, label the 
taken path as irreversible.

Proof of this are the various initiatives launched in recent 
months. From the moment on which different political actors showed 
their willingness to initiate a democratic process for the 
solution of the conflict and appealed to join forces around this 
process, different initiatives in this regard have emerged in the 
Basque political scene.

As an example we highlight the public platform "Adierazi EH", an 
initiative that takes more than 45 political oand social agents 
and trade unions and call for the respect of all rights for 
everyone, beginning with the right to life and freedom and calling 
for the disappearance of the icommunicado detention.

Another example of collaboration around the attainment of the 
minimum democraticconditions is the Declaration of Gernika, "Bake 
Bidean - Agreement for a scenario of peace and democratic 
solutions." This agreement calls on ETA to declare a permanent and 
unilateral ceasefire verifiable by the international community as 
an expression of willingness to definitively abandone its armed 
activities. It also requires the Spanish Government the 
deactivation of the restrictive measures imposed on individuals 
and organizations working for independence, as well as the 
disappearance of the consequences of such measures.

This agreement, signed by 25 political forces, unions and social 
actors claims the negotiation and agreement as a method of solving 
the political conflict. The agreement marks a historic step in 
Euskal Herria, because of their contents and also for the attained 
consensus.

Proof of all this is the "Brussels Declaration" signed by leading 
international experts in conflict resolution, in which they demand 
to ETA and the Spanish government to open a new resolution 
process, and in this way, to adopt measures to promote it.

All these initiatives support the need and also the willingness of 
many agents in Euskal Herria, to give a final, lasting and just 



solution to the political conflict.

Against this, the Spanish government still does not change its 
policy against Basque pro-independence movement. In recent months, 
far from softening the police and judicial pressure in view of the 
steps and agreements, this has increased. Within 2 months, the 
Spanish government ordered the banning of two demonstrations in 
favor of all rights for everyone, and two police operations with 
16 Basque citizens arrested for their political activity. The 
testimonies of torture have been made public in most cases. Police 
pressure is still an evident reality in Euskal Herria, the threat 
of new police operation against Basque pro-independence youth 
grews stronger every day.



3 – BASQUE YOUTH

Basque youth, conscious of the responsibility that we have as 
present and future of Euskal Herria, wants to be also an active 
and take part in the path for a solution.

Bearing in mind that peace and final resolution to the conflict is 
something that requires time and effort, we are willing to 
continue working for it, and even to take the initiative and be 
the driving force in this phase.

The illusion and hope that characterizes the Basque youth, permits 
it to be the best agent to promote dynamics in favor of the 
resolution, and face the blockages that may arise, with a 
determination to continue in the taken path.

As signatories to the Agreement of Gernika, the Basque youth has 
already taken the commitment to defend all human, civil and 
political rights, working through democratic and political means.

Against these commitments, the Spanish government continues 
violating our most basic rights. If in November 2009, 34 young 
activists were arrested under the accusation of carring out 
political activities, today there are many more who suffer a daily 
and constant police persecution.

We are aware that once again, we are in the spotlight. During the 
arrests of 2009, more than 90 police search were conducted and 
more than30 situations of ill-treatment during incommunicado 
detention in the police station were denounced, those situations 
can be repeated. Against this, we reaffirm our commitment to work 
for the overcoming of the conflict in democratic terms.

That is why we come to you, the international community, with a 
call for collaboration and solidarity. A call to try to stop the 
situation of helplessness that we have suffered, and that we feel 
nearby again. And it is our intention to share with you our 
analysis of the situation, so that, with your support, we can 
continue to work for our future with all the guarantees, without 
barriers or hindrance of any kind.

We send you attached a draft of the statement that summarizes the 
situation and the points we ask you to endorse. Those points are 
the minimum conditions to work with guarantee of our human, civil 
and political rights.
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GaztEHerria is composed by:

- Topatu.info
- Kaskagorri, Bilboko Gazte Mugimenduaren Konpartsa
- Musikherria
- Gazte Abertzaleak
- Akuilu
- Jaiki, Emakume Gazteon Asanblada
- Gazte Independentistak
- Elkarlana
- Ikasle Abertzaleak
- Euskal Herriko Bilgune Feminista
- Alternatiba Gazteak
- Kamaradak, Gazte Internazionalisten Sarea
- Bizigay
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CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS FOR THE BASQUE YOUTH
Eskubide Zibil eta Politikoak Euskal Gazteriarentzat

   A new cycle is opening in Euskal Herria. A new phase in which a definitive solution to the 
conflict is possible. A time in which the construction of peace and steps towards a 
democratic process, gain strength every day.

   In recent months many steps have been given in this direction, the involvement of major 
international actors in favor of the solution are proof of that. The accumulation of forces 
around human, civil and political rights is now a reality in Euskal Herria. Different political 
and social actors and union-trades, representing wide sectors of Basque society and 
different political cultures and ideologies, are taking clear commitments in the defense of 
all rights for all people. They are showing, through historical agreements, their involvement 
with a definitive and democratic solution.

   Basque youth has also committed to be an active agent for the solution of the ongoing 
political conflict. Being aware of the responsibility that we take as present and future of 
Euskal Herria, we work for the respect of all rights for everyone, and particularly human, 
civil and political rights that assist us as young people.

   In this situation, the Spanish state is still violating the most basic rights. In recent months 
we have seen banned demonstrations, we have witnessed political arrests, we have heard 
testimonies of torture and public denounces of police chace to political, social actors and 
union trades.

   In this context, the Basque youth remains criminalized and persecuted. And once again 
we are in the spotlight. If in November 2009 34 pro-independence young activists were 
arrested, today there are many more who suffer from constant police persecution.

   Taking this into account, and faced with the need to stop these violations, the endorsers 
of this document state the following:

-  Basque youth has full legitimacy to develop its political work under the same conditions 
and with the same assurances that any other agent.

-  We call for the disappearance of situations involving the breach of any human, civil or 
political right of the Basque youth.

-  We demand the disappearance of the “incommunicado situation”, in order to avoid the 
possible abuse that may occur through its application.

-  We ask the Spanish Government for a positive attitude towards the new scenario in 
Euskal Herria.

-  We express our support and solidarity with the Basque youth's political work, so helping, 
the solution to the political conflict.

Brussels, 14th of October 2010











ENDORSERS OF THE
“AGREEMENT FOR A SCENARIO OF PEACE AND 

DEMOCRATIC SOLUTION”

Political Parties
- Ezker abertzalea (Abertzale Left)
- Eusko Alkartasuna
- Aralar
- Alternatiba
- Abertzaleen Batasuna

Trade Unions
- LAB 
- Hiru
- ESK
- ELB
- EILAS
- EHNE

Youth Organisations
- Gazte Independentistak
- Iratzarri
- GaztEHerria
- Gazte Abertzaleak
- Alternatiba Gazteak

Social Organisations
- Gernika Batzordea
- TAT
- Herria 2000 Eliza
- Ikasle Abertzaleak
- Giza Eskubideen Behatokia
- Ezker Soberanista
- Euskaria
- Euskal Herriak Bere Eskola
- Etxerat
- Bilgune Feminista
- Amnistiaren Aldeko Mugimendua
- Apaizen koordinakundea



Brussels Declaration

Background

On 16 February 2010 Abertzale Left Regional Assemblies put an end to the debate 
“Clarifying the Political Phase and Strategy”. More than six hundredrepresentatives of more 
than two hundred and seventy local assemblies concluded the debate, defined and decided 
the  strategy to  be  developed in  the  future,  thereby ratifying the  Resolution:  “Stand Up 
Euskal Herria”. 
In summary they resolved as follows:

1.  We reiterate  our  commitment  to use exclusively  peaceful  and democratic  means and 
channels. It is these means that at present make possible the necessary popular mobilization 
and unity of action of the democratic and progressive forces of the Basque Country, and that 
guarantee the opening and advance of the democratic process. This democratic process must 
be developed in the total absence of violence and without interference. We support dialogue 
and negotiations amongst parties conducted in
accordance with the Mitchell Principles.

2.  A  growing  accumulation  of  forces,  exclusively  through  popular  institutional  and 
ideological  struggle  is  the  basis  to  take  the  State  (Spain)  to  the  terrain  of  a  free  and 
democratic exchange of ideas and political projects. To be able, in this way, to achieve a 
situation in which Basque citizens freely, peacefully and democratically will be able to take 
the decisions about their own future.

3. We call upon Basque people and all of the progressive, democratic and popular forces in 
the Basque Country, whilst maintaining and respecting the history, identity and being of 
each one, to unite efforts to make this process irreversible. We call, in the same way, on the 
International community to accompany this process.

4. We are convinced that on this path and through common work and labour and popular 
mobilization the coming months will bring us new advances and a situation that will ensure 
the irreversibility of this process.

Statement by International Leaders in Conflict Resolution and Peace Processes

We,  the  undersigned,  welcome  and  commend  the  proposed  steps  and  new  public 
commitment of the Basque Pro-independence Left (Abertzale Left) to “exclusively political 
and democratic” means and a “total absence of violence” to attain its political goals.

Fully carried out, this commitment can be a major step in ending the last remaining conflict 
in Europe. 

We  note  the  expectation  that  the  coming  months  may  present  a  situation  where  the 



commitment to peaceful, democratic and non-violent means becomes an irreversible reality. 
To that end, we appeal to ETA to support this commitment by declaring a permanent, fully 
verified ceasefire.

Such a declaration appropriately responded to by Government would permit new political 
and democratic efforts to advance, differences to be resolved and lasting peace attained.

Endorsers

· Betty Williams: Nobel Peace Laureate for her work as co-founder of Community of Peace 
People,  an organization dedicated to promoting a peaceful resolution to the Troubles in 
Northern Ireland

·  Denis Haughey: Was full time assistant to John Hume leader of the Social Democratic 
Labour Party and served on the Executive of the Party of European Socialists and Socialist 
International. He participated in the negotiations giving rise to the Good Friday Agreement 
in Northern Ireland

· John Hume: Nobel Peace Laureate for his role in bringing peace to Northern Ireland. Is 
regarded as one of the architects of the NI peace process. Also recipient of the Gandhi Peace 
Prize and the Martin Luther King Award.

· Archbishop Desmond Tutu: Nobel Peace Laureate and recipient of the Albert Schweitzer 
Prize  for  Humanitarianism  and  the  Gandhi  Peace  Prize.  3  He  chaired  the  Truth  and 
Reconciliation Commission in South Africa and is currently Chairperson of the Group of 
Elders

·  Mary Robinson: Served as  the  first  female  President  of  the  Republic  of  Ireland and 
immediately thereafter the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights. She is a 
founding member and Chair of the Council of Women World Leaders

· President FW de Klerk: Nobel Peace Laureate (Jointly with Nelson Mandela) for his role 
in ending apartheid in South Africa. He was the last State President of apartheid-era South 
Africa and was Deputy President during the Presidency of Nelson Mandela

· The Nelson Mandela Foundation (with an addendum stating that the statement is fully in 
accord with the ethos of their founder Nelson Mandela)

·  Aldo Civico: Director  of the Centre for  International  Conflict  Resolution at  Columbia 
University.

·  Sheryl Brown: Virtual Diplomacy Director, United States Institute of Peace Washington 
DC.

·  Andrea Bartoli: Director of the Institute for Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George 
Mason University, Washington DC



· Alan Smith: UNESCO Chair on Peace Education, University of Ulster.

·  Christopher  Mitchell: Emeritus  Professor  of  Conflict  Research,  Institute  for  Conflict 
Analysis & Resolution USA

· John P Linstrot: Senior Researcher, International Peace Research Institute, Oslo

·  Hurst  Hannum:  Professor  of  International  Law.  The  Fletcher  School  of  Law  and 
Diplomacy, Tufts University

· Jon Etchemendy: Provost (chief academic administrator) at Stanford University.

· William Kelly: Archive of Humanist Art

· Albert Reynolds: Past Taoiseach (Prime Minister) of the Republic of Ireland

· Jonathon Powell: Chief of Staff in Prime Minister Tony Blair’s office. He was regarded as 
Mr. Blair’s closest political aide

·  Nuala  O’Loan: Baroness  (Member  of  the  House  of  Lords),  first  Police  Ombud  to 
Northern Ireland and special envoy in Timor-Leste for the Republic of Ireland.

· Raymond Kendall: former General Secretary INTERPOL

· Silvia Casale: former President of the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture 
and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment

29 march 2010 - 11h - European Parliament, Brussels

The press conference was hosted by Flemish MEP Frieda Brepoels (Nieuw- 
Vlaamse  Alliantie)  in  which  Brian  Currin  presented  an  international  
declaration agreed to and signed by many international personalities on the 
issue of the resolution of the conflict in the Basque country.


